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�� � Introduction

It is well known since the beginning of this century that the electric and magnetic
�elds can be combined in a natural way to obtain the electromagnetic �eld tensor over
the Minkowski space and that Maxwell�s equations can be expressed as di�erential equa�
tions for the components of this tensor	 Conversely
 the electric and magnetic parts of
the �eld tensor can be recovered once a coordinate system is �xed	 However
 the fact
that the electromagnetic �eld tensor can be regarded as the curvature ��form �or a gauge
�eld� of a connection �or a gauge potential� in a principal bundle with gauge group U���
and that Maxwell�s equations can be expressed as gauge �eld equations became clear
only recently	 This identi�cation of curvature and gauge �eld extends to bundles over
arbitrary Riemannian manifolds	 The study of the space of solutions of gauge �eld equa�
tions has led to new results and a better understanding of the topology and geometry
of low dimensional manifolds	 For background material on geometry and topology with
applications to gauge theory see
 for example
 Marathe and Martucci ��� and ����	 It
is natural to ask about the signi�cance of electric and magnetic parts of an arbitrary
gauge �eld regarded as the curvature of a gauge potential	 There does not seem to be
any discussion of this aspect of gauge �elds in the literature	 However
 a decomposition
of the Weyl and the Riemann curvature of the Levi�Civita connection on a space�time
manifold is known �see
 for example ��� and references therein�	 In section � we con�
sider the decomposition of the full Riemann curvature of a space�time manifold �M� g�
into its electric and magnetic parts relative to a unit timelike vector with respect to g	
We shall refer to this decomposition as the electromagnetic resolution of the curvature	
In ���
 Dadhich has de�ned a duality transformation which exchanges the active and
passive electric parts and leaves the antisymmetric magnetic part unchanged	 This du�
ality transformation implies interchanging the Ricci and the Einstein tensors	 Duality
transformation leaves the Einstein vacuum equations invariant but changes the sign of
the Weyl tensor ����	 Duality transformation would then imply that the mass M of the
Schwarzschild solution goes over to �M 	 Furthermore
 it turns out that the Einstein
vacuum equations can be modi�ed so that the modi�ed equations are not duality invari�
ant and yet admit the same solution while the dual set of equations admit a solution
distinct from the Schwarzschild solution	 Similarly we can construct space�times dual
to the Reissner�Nordstrom
 NUT ���� and the Kerr solutions ����	 The dual space�times
describe the original space�times with global monopole charge and global texture	 The
duality so de�ned is thus intimately related to the topological defects	

We show that the gravitational instanton Lagrangian R� and the instanton equations
are invariant under the duality transformation	 The main aim of this paper is to study the
role played by the duality transformation in the case of gravitational instantons with or
without their coupling to matter �elds	 In section � we consider a gravitational instanton
coupled to classical �elds	 The resulting �eld equations include the usual gravitational
equations with source term and with or without the cosmological constant	 Its relation
to duality is considered in section �	 In the concluding section �
 we mention some open
problems	

�� � Electromagnetic Resolution of Curvature

Let �M� g� be a space�time manifold with metric g of signature ��� �� �� ��	 We
identify the Riemann curvature with the symmetric operator it induces on ��x�M� for
each x �M and denote the Hodge star operator on ��x�M� by J 	 Let ua be a unit timelike
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vector	 We de�ne the electromagnetic resolution of the Riemann curvature relative to
the unit timelike vector ua
 as follows �

Eac � Rabcdu
bud� �Eac � �JRJ�abcdu

bud���

Hac � �JR�abcdu
bud � H�ac� �H�ac�� �H�ac� � �RJ�abcdu

bud���

where

H�ac� � �JC�abcdu
bud and H�ac� �

�

�
�abceR

e
du

bud����

are the symmetric and the skew symmetric parts of the tensor Hac	 Here Cabcd is the
Weyl conformal curvature and �abcd is the ��dimensional volume element	 The pair of
tensors �Eac� �Eac� constitutes the electric part of curvature	 The tensor Eac is called the
active part and the tensor �Eac is called the passive part ���	 The tensor Hac is called the
magnetic part of the curvature � �Hac � Hca and hence is dropped from further considera�
tion�	 We write E � Ea

a 
 H � Ha
a and �E � �Ea

a 	 The active and the passive electric parts
are symmetric tensors	 The electric and the magnetic parts have the following additional
properties	

Eabu
b � � E � Rbdu

bud��a�

�Eabu
b � � �E � �Rbd � �

�
Rgbd�u

bud��b�

Habu
b � � H � ��c�

We note that the electric and magnetic parts are orthogonal to the timelike vector ua
and thus behave �at least locally� as ��tensors	 The electric parts are symmetric and
account for �� components while the magnetic part is trace�free and accounts for �
components of the Riemann curvature	 Thus the entire gravitational �eld is decomposed
into electromagnetic parts	 The resolution is not unique and depends on the choice of
a unit timelike vector	 Using the above decomposition
 Dadhich ��� has de�ned the
duality transformation as follows�

Eab �� �Eab� H�ab� �� H�ab�� H�ab� �� �H�ab�����

Thus the duality transformation interchanges the active and passive electric parts and
changes the sign of the symmetric magnetic part while leaving the antisymmetric mag�
netic part unchanged	 From equation ��� it is clear that the duality transformation would
map the Ricci tensor into the Einstein tensor and vice�versa	 This is because contraction
of Riemann is Ricci while that of its double dual is Einstein	 The Ricci tensor can be
written in terms of the electric and magnetic parts as follows	

Rab � Eab � �Eab � �E � �E�uaub � �Egab �
�

�
Hmnuc ��acmnub � �bcmnua����

The scalar curvature R is given by

R � ��E � �E����
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In section � we show that the vacuum Einstein equations with the cosmological constant
are equivalent to the equations

Eb
a � �Eb

a �  and H�ab� � 

This together with equation ��� imply that the vacuum equation
 Rab �  is in general
equivalent to

Eab � �Eab � � H�ab� �  and E �  �or equivalently� �E � ����

Thus the vacuum equation ��� is symmetric in Eab and �Eab and hence is invariant under
the duality transformation ���	

For obtaining the Schwarzschild solution
 we follow ��� and consider the spherically
symmetric metric


ds� � C��r� t�dt� �A��r� t�dr� � r��d�� � sin��d�������

The natural choice for the resolving vector is
 in this case
 pointing along the t�line
which is hypersurface orthogonal	 From equation ���
 H�ab� �  and E�

� �
�E�
� �  lead to

AC � � �for this
 no boundary condition of asymptotic �atness is needed�	 Now �E � 
gives A � �� � �M�r�����
 which is the Schwarzschild solution	 Note that we did not
need to use the remaining equation E�

��
�E�
� � 
 which is hence free and is implied by the

rest	 Without a�ecting the Schwarzschild solution
 we can introduce some distribution
in the ��direction	

We consider the following equation which is not invariant under the duality transfor�
mation

H�ab� �  � �E� Eab � �Eab � �wawb���

where � is a scalar and wa � �ua�j �uaj is a spacelike unit vector parallel to the acceleration	
It is clear that it will also admit the Schwarzschild solution as the general solution
 and
it determines � � 	 For spherical symmetry the above alternate equation ��� also
characterizes vacuum
 because the Schwarzschild solution is unique	 Now applying the
duality transformation ��� to the above equation ��� we obtain the equation

H�ab� �  � E� Eab � �Eab � �wawb�����

Again we shall have AC � � and E �  will then yield C � �� � �k � �M�r���� and
� � �k�r�	 Thus the general solution of equation ���� for the metric ��� is given by

C � A�� � ��� �k � �M

r
���������

This is the Barriola�Vilenkin solution ��� for the Schwarzschild particle with global
monopole charge	 This has non�zero stresses given by

T �� � T �� �
�k

r�
�����
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A global monopole is described by a triplet of scalars


�a�r� � �f�r�xa�r� where xaxa � r��

Through the usual Lagrangian it generates the energy�momentum distribution at large
distance from the core
 precisey of the form given above in ���� 	 Like the Schwarzschild
solution the monopole solution ���� is also the unique solution of equation ����	

On the other hand
 �at space�time could also be characterized in an alternative form
by

�Eab �  � H�ab�� Eab � �wawb����

leading to C � A � �
 and implying � �  	 Its dual will be

Eab �  � H�ab�� �Eab � �wawb����

yielding the general solution


C � � A� �  �� C � �� A � const� � ��� �k���������

which is non��at and represents a global monopole of zero mass
 as it follows from the
solution ���� when M � 	

In general the duality transformation for non�vacuum space�time maps a Lorentzian
space�time into another Lorentzian space�time with Ricci and Einstein tensors inter�
changed	 The vacuum equation is however invariant	 Note that under the duality trans�
formation the Weyl tensor does change sign and this implies that the mass
 angular
momentum and the NUT parameter change sign ����	 In the case of the Kerr and the
NUT solutions
 Hac changes sign	 We can however have distinct solutions only when the
vacuum equation is suitably modi�ed
 without disturbing the original vacuum solution

so that it is not duality�invariant	 This would happen when there exists a free equation
which plays no role in determining the original vacuum solution	 Then it is possible to
write the alternate equation which though duality non�invariant
 gives the same vacuum
solution	 �Note that as in equation ���
 the ��distribution is introduced along the di�
rection of the acceleration vector
 which is radial for spherical symmetry�	 Now the dual
equation would in general give a solution di�erent from the original solution	 This is how
we can construct solutions dual to vacuum or �at space�time	

Finally
 the duality transformation essentially means interchange of roles of the New�
tonian �active part� and the relativistic �passive part� aspects of the �eld	 The two
aspects are bound together by the Einstein �eld equations	 As argued and demonstrated
above duality seems to indicate �minimal� departure in physical features from the orig�
inal space�time
 and hence the covariant dual��atness condition could be considered as
de�ning �minimally� curved space�time ���	

The most general duality�invariant expression consisting of the Ricci and the metric
is Ra

b � �R	 � ��gab 	 The corresponding vacuum equation is

Ra
b � �

R

�
� ��gab � �
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By taking traces of both sides of the above equation we get � �  and hence it reduces
to the equation for gravitational instanton

Ra
b �

R

�
gab � �����

We note that
 over a ��dimensional
 Riemannian manifold �M� g�
 the gravitational
instantons are critical points of the quadratic
 Riemannian functional or action A��g�
de�ned by

A��g� �

Z
M

R�dvg �

The action A��g� is conformally invariant	 From equation ��� it follows that it is also in�
variant under the duality transformation ���	 A generalization of this action is considered
in section �	 Furthermore
 the standard Hilbert�Einstein action

A��g� �

Z
M

Rdvg

also leads to the instanton equations when the variation of the action is restricted to
metrics of volume �	

There are several di�erences between the Riemannian functionals used in theories of
gravitation and the Yang�Mills functional used to study gauge �eld theories	 The most
important di�erence is that the Riemannian functionals are dependent on the bundle of
frames of M or its reductions
 while the Yang�Mills functional can be de�ned on any
principal bundle over M 	 However
 we have the following interesting theorem ���	

Theorem ���	 Let �M� g� be a compact� ��dimensional� Riemannian manifold� Let
��
�M� denote the bundle of self�dual ��forms on M with induced metric G
� Then
the Levi�Civita connection �g on M satis�es the gravitational instanton equations if and
only if the Levi�Civita connection �G� on ��
�M� satis�es the Yang�Mills instanton equa�
tions�

The instanton action and the corresponding �eld equations are duality�invariant	
They are also conformally invariant as well	 As a matter of fact conformal invariance
singles out the R��instanton action	 That means the conformal invariance includes the
duality invariance
 while the duality invariance of the Palatini action with the condition
that the resulting equation be valid for all values of R would lead to the conformal invari�
ance ����	 The simplest and well�known instanton solution is the de Sitter space�time	
Here the duality only leads to the anti�de Sitter space�time	

Coupling matter and other �elds to gravitational instanton leads naturally to the
notion of generalized gravitational instantons	 It was introduced in ����	 We discuss this
in the next section and then consider the relation between duality and instantons	

�� � Generalized Gravitational Instantons

We begin with a summary of the results obtained in earlier papers ���
 ��
 ���
 which
are relevant to the present paper	 Let M be a space�time manifold	 The space ��x�M�
of ��forms at x � M is a real six�dimensional vector space	 The Hodge star operator J
on ��x�M� de�nes a complex structure on it �i	e	 J� � �I is the identity transformation
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of ��x�M� �	 Using the complex structure J���x�M� can be made into a complex three�
dimensional vector space	 The space of complex linear transformations of this complex
vector space can be identi�ed with the subspace of real transformations S of the real
vector space de�ned by fS j SJ � JSg	

We now de�ne a tensor of curvature type	

De�nition ���	 Let C be a tensor of type ��� � on M � We can regard C as a quadrilinear
mapping �pointwise� so that for each x �M � Cx can be identi�ed with a multilinear map

Cx � T �x �M�� T �x �M�� T �x �M�� T �x �M�� R�

where R is the real number �eld� We say that the tensor C is of curvature type if Cx
satis�es the algebraic properties of the Riemann�Christo	el curvature tensor� i�e� if Cx
satis�es the following conditions for each x �M and for all �� 	� 
� � � T �x �M�


�� Cx��� 	� 
� �� � �Cx�	� �� 
� ���
�� Cx��� 	� 
� �� � �Cx��� 	� �� 
��
�� Cx��� 	� 
� �� � Cx��� 
� �� 	� � Cx��� �� 	� 
� � �

From the above de�nition it follows that a tensor C of curvature type also satis�es the
following condition�

Cx��� 	� 
� �� � Cx�
� �� �� 	�� �x �M�

We observe that
 if C is of curvature type
 then Cx can be identi�ed with a self�adjoint
linear transformation of ��x�M� for each x � M 
 where ��x�M� is the space of second
order di�erential forms at x	 We now de�ne the curvature product of two symmetric
tensors of type ��� � on M 	 It was introduced in ���� and used in ���� to obtain a
geometric formulation of Einstein�s equations	

De�nition ���	 Let g and T be two symmetric tensors of type ��� � on M � The curva�
ture product of g and T � denoted by g �c T � is a tensor of type ��� � de�ned by

�g �c T �x��� 	� 
� �� ��
�
�

�
g��� 
�T �	� �� � g�	� ��T ��� 
�

�g��� ��T �	� 
�� g�	� 
�T ��� ��
�
�

for all x �M and �� 	� 
� � � T �x �M��

In the following proposition we collect together some important properties of the curva�
ture product and tensors of curvature type	

Proposition ���	 Let g and T be two symmetric tensors of type ��� � on M and let C be
a tensor of curvature type on M � Then we have the following


�� g �c T � T �c g�

�� g �c T is a tensor of curvature type�

�� Let G denote the tensor g �c g� Then Gx induces a pseudo�inner product on
��x�M���x �M �
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�� Cx induces a symmetric� linear transformation of ��x�M���x �M�

When g is the fundamental tensor of M and T is the energy�momentum tensor
 we
call g �c T �� T �c g� the interaction tensor between the �eld and the source �energy�
momentum tensor�	 It plays an essential role in de�nition of the new �eld equations
given here	 We denote the Hodge star operator on ��x�M� by Jx	 The fact that M is
a Lorentz ��manifold implies that Jx de�nes a complex structure on ��x�M�� �x � M�
Using this complex structure we can give a natural structure of a complex vector space
to ��x�M�	 We now de�ne the gravitational tensor Wg 
 of curvature type
 which includes
the source term	

De�nition ���	 Let M be a space�time manifold with fundamental tensor g and let T be
a symmetric tensor of type ��� � on M � Then the gravitational tensor Wg is de�ned
by

Wg �� R� g �c T�����

where R is the Riemann�Christo	el curvature tensor of type ��� ��

We are now in a position to give a geometric formulation of the generalized �eld equations
of gravitation	

Theorem ���	 Let Wg denote the gravitational tensor de�ned by ���� with source tensor
T � We also denote by Wg the linear transformation of ��x�M� induced by Wg� Then the
following statements are equivalent


�� g satis�es the generalized �eld equations of gravitation

R�� � �

�
Rg�� � T�� � �

�
Tg�� �����

�� Wg commutes with J � i�e�

�Wg � J � � ����

�� Wg induces a complex linear transformation of the complex vector space ��x�M� for
each x �M �

�� Let G denote the inner product on ��x�M� induced by g� De�ne the submanifolds
D
 and D� of ��x�M� by

D� � fv � ��x�M�jG�v� v� � �� and v 	 v � g�����

De�ne a real valued function f on D
 
 D�� called the gravitational sectional
curvature� by

f�v� � s�v� �G�Wgv� v������

where s�v� � ��� if v � D
 and s�v� � ��� if v � D�� Then

f � f � J�����
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We shall call the triple �M� g� T � a generalized gravitational �eld if any one of the
conditions of the above theorem is satis�ed	 Generalized gravitational �eld equations
were introduced by Marathe in ����	 In the special case when the energy�momentum
tensor T is zero the results of the above theorem were obtained in ���
 ���	 Solutions of
Marathe�s generalized gravitational �eld equations which are not solutions of Einstein�s
equations have been discussed in ���	

We note that the above theorem and the last condition in proposition ��� can be
used to discuss the Petrov classi�cation of gravitational �elds �see Petrov �����	 We
observe that the generalized �eld equations of gravitation contain Einstein�s equations
with or without the cosmological constant as special cases	 Solutions of the source�free
generalized �eld equations are called gravitational instantons	 If the base manifold
is Riemannian
 then gravitational instantons correspond to Einstein spaces	 A detailed
discussion of the structure of Einstein spaces and their moduli spaces may be found in
Besse ���	

If one wishes to retain the coupling constant
 say k
 in Einstein�s equations one need
only introduce it in the de�nition of W as follows�

W � R� kg �c T�����

The equations ���� are then replaced by

Rij � �

�
Rgij � �k�T ij � �

�
Tgij������

In particular by taking R � kT 
 in equations ���� we obtain

Rij � �

�
Rgij � �kT ij����

which are Einstein�s equations with the coupling constant k	
We observe that the equation ���� does not lead to any relation between the scalar

curvature and the trace of the source tensor
 since both sides of equation ���� are trace�
free	 Taking divergence of both sides of equation ���� and using the Bianchi identities
we obtain the generalized conservation condition

riT
ij � �

k
gij�i � �����

where ri is the covariant derivative with respect to the vector �
�xi 


� �
�

�
�kT �R�����

and �i �
�
�xi�	 Using the function � de�ned by equation ����
 the �eld equations can

be written as

Rij � �

�
Rgij � �gij � �kT ij �����

In this form the new �eld equations appear as Einstein�s �eld equations with the cosmo�
logical constant replaced by the function �
 which we may call the cosmological function	
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The cosmological function is intimately connected with the classical conservation condi�
tion expressing the divergence�free nature of the energy�momentum tensor as is shown
by the following proposition	

Proposition ���	 The energy�momentum tensor satis�es the classical conservation condi�
tion

riT
ij � ���

if and only if the cosmological function � is a constant� Moreover� in this case the
generalized �eld equations reduce to Einsteins �eld equations with cosmological constant�

Equation ��� is called the di�erential or local law of conservation of energy and
momentum	 To obtain global conservation laws one needs to integrate equations ���	
However
 such integration is possible only if the space�time manifold admits Killing
vectors	 In general
 a manifold does not admit any Killing vectors	 Thus equations ���
have no clear physical meaning	 An interesting discussion of this point is given in Sachs
and Wu ����	 We note that
 if the energy�momentum tensor is non�zero but is localized
in the sense that it is negligible away from a given region
 then the scalar curvature acts
as a measure of the cosmological constant	

�� � Duality and Instanton Equations

By setting the energy�momentum tensor to zero in Theorem �	� we obtain various
characterizations of the usual gravitational instanton	 Thus equation ���� reduces to the
instanton equation ���� and equation ��� becomes

�R � J � � � i	e	 RJ � JR �  which is equivalent to R� JRJ � �����

Using equations ��� and ��� we obtain

Rb
a �

�

�
Rgba � Eb

a � �Eb
a � �E � �E��uau

b � �

�
gba� �

�

�
Hmnuc��acmnu

b � �bcmnua�����

Equations ��� and ���� imply that

Eb
a � �Eb

a �  and hence E � �E � �����

Equations ��� and ���� imply that

H�ab� � ����

Thus the instanton equations are equivalent to the pair of equations ���� and ����	 We
note that the instanton equations are equivalent to the vacuum Einstein equations with
the cosmological term	 These well known results are special cases of statements � and �
of Theorem �	� and are characteristic of Einstein spaces ����	 Equations ���� and ����
contain as a special case the vacuum Einstein equations ��� when E or �E is zero and
are
 therefore
 duality invariant	 On the other hand Einstein�s equations with non�zero
energy�momentum tensor are not duality invariant	 Thus to include matter �elds we now
consider the generalized instanton equation ���� with the coupling constant k � �	 Let
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us consider the case of perfect �uid	 In this case the energy�momentum tensor is given
by

T b
a � ��� p�uau

b � pgba�����

Its trace T is then given by

T � ��� p�� �p � �� �p�����

Thus equation ���� becomes

Rb
a �

�

�
Rgba � ���� p��uau

b � �

�
gba������

Note that equation ���� reduces to the instanton equation if �� p � 	 We do not need
� and p to vanish separately	

In general
 equation ���� can give only the three di�erences T �� �T �� � T
�
� �T �� � T

�
� �T ��

between the components of the energy�momentum tensor	 For a perfect �uid this will
determine � � p and an equation of state � � ��p� will be necessary to �nd � and p
separately	 For example
 the condition of pressure isotropy will require

E�
� � �E�

� � E�
� � �E�

� � E�
� � �E�

� �����

In equation ����
 if we put �� � �� p and ���R � ��� �a constant�
 then it reduces to
Einstein�s equation with the �uid distribution replaced by dust with density �� � � � p
and � acts as the cosmological constant	 We now obtain a solution of equation ���� in
the special case of the static spherically symmetric metric

ds� � C��r�dt� �A��r�dr� � r��d�� � sin��d��������

The natural choice for the resolving vector in this case is along the t�direction	 A direct
calculation leads to the following two equations for the three unknowns A�C and ��	

C ��

C
� A�C �

AC
�
A� � �

r�
�

�

r

�
A�

A
�
C �

C

�
����

A�

A
�
C �

C
� ��

�
rA� �������

Given �� as a function of r
 we can eliminate C from equations ��� and ���� to obtain
the following non�linear di�erential equation for A�

A��

A
� �

A��

A�
� �

�
rAA� ��� �

�
r�A	 ��� � A� � �

r�
�

�

�
rA� ��� � �����

A particular solution is given by

�� � constant� A�� � � �
�

�
r��� and C � ������
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Here the constant �� remains undetermined and we get

R � ��� and hence ���R � ���������

The particular solution given by ���� corresponds to dust of uniform density �� with the
cosmological constant � � �

� ��	 We note that for this solution Eab �  and hence the
gravitational �eld is entirely supported by the passive electric part of the curvature	 This
is a remarkable property of this space�time which is an Einstein space	 The constant pa�
rameter of the Einstein metric remains undetermined	 Thus in the generalized equations
a perfect �uid with the equation of state � � p � constant corresponds to a uniform
density dust with a cosmological constant	

�� � Some Open problems

It is intriguing and remarkable that the duality is intimately related to the topological
defects� i	e	 it simply incorporates a topological defect �global monopole � into the original
�eld	 Thus duality transformation seems to be a topological defect generating process	 In
this context it is important to note that this process generates zero gravitational charge
�T �� � T a

a � �
 and hence it would continue to share the basic physical properties at
the Newtonian level with the original vacuum or �at space�time	 This raises a couple
of interesting questions� i� Is the topological defect producing property general or is it
speci�c only to spherical and axial symmetries ii� Would a space�time with topological
defect be always dual to some vacuum �including electrovac with cosmological term� or
�at space�time
 i	e	 is it always obtainable as a solution of equations dual to the vacuum
or �at space�time equations This is the case for the Schwarzschild
 Reissner Nordstrom

Kerr and the NUT solutions ��
 ��
 ��
 ���

We now discuss a natural generalization of the instanton equations �by considering
the metric and connection as independent variables� that usually goes under the name of
the Palatini principle	 Note that the connection is not on an arbitrary principal bundle
but on the bundle of frames L�M� of �M� g�	

In ���� the Palatini principle has been used to study the �eld equations obtained from
the variation of the action

S�!� g� ��

Z
M

f���
p
g dnx����

where �M� g� is an n�dimensional pseudo�Riemannian manifold with metric g and ! is a
torsion�free connection on L�M�	 The function f is taken as an analytic function of one
variable � which is the scalar curvature determined by the pair �!� g�	 If we require the
Lagrangian function f to be a non�constant function
 then it follows that the pair �!� g�
satisfy the equations

����� � �

n
�g�� � ����

These equations must be considered together with the consistency condition

f ������ n

�
f��� � ����
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We note that the consistency condition is identically satis�ed by the conformally invariant
Lagrangian

f��� � �
n

� �

In particular
 when n � � and ! is the Levi�Civita connection we obtain the well known
quadratic Lagrangian f�R� � R� considered in section �	 The equations ���� contain as a
very special case the vacuum Einstein equations but are much more general	 The Palatini
principle has been used with quadratic Lagrangians f as well as for other Lagrangians
in ���
 ��
 ��	 Following the de�nition given in ����
 we call the pair �!� g� an Einstein
pair if it satis�es the equations ����	 The equations ���� can be generalized further as
follows�

����� � g������

where  is a real scalar �eld on M 	 The equations ���� generalize the gravitational
instanton equations which in turn generalize the vacuum Einstein equations	

Thus the universal equations obtained from the non�constant Lagrangian f��� by
the Palatini principle are not the Einstein equations but the generalized gravitational
instanton equations ����	 The equations ���� and ���� as well as equations ���� can be
regarded as deformations of the usual gravitational instanton equations	 A discussion of
some properties and solutions of these equations is given in ����	 It is important to note
that the tensor appearing in the equations ���� is not the usual Einstein tensor but is
the trace�free part of the Ricci tensor ��� 	 De�nition of the electromagnetic resolution
is not applicable in this case
 since the Riemann tensor cannot be considered as a ��form
with values in the space of ��forms	 It would be interesting to �nd a general de�nition
of the electromagnetic resolution and then de�ne a generalized duality transformation	
Work on these problems is in progress	
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